SPORTS COMMENT

That baseball meeting last night was all well and good but it seemed to us that it didn't accomplish what it started out to do. It was held by the high-pressure promoters that matter persons of the recognition of the game would be discussed. We spent a delightful hour and a half listening to the big-bangas, but still waiting all the while for the matter under discussion to be raised. It seemed to us that the self-employed was an interesting project, but had been completed, although it was a little slow. This fight should have started last year when the base ball had had the advantage of the proponents of the game, the two year requirement. We are very much afraid that unless something unusual happens in future years, we have a terrible a sure bet this year. The M. L. A. has already been made up and passed with no provision for varsity baseball and very little money for the club baseball.

The Advisory Council's announcement that the crew race for the New York Memorial Cup on Lake Quinapoc in April has been canceled again this year as no race. There are very few crews left and this race and it seems now that the race will be held on the Saco. At Providence last Thursday we noticed that the play of the Harvard, which is a rather poor showing, the Tech, and Brown. The starting lineup for the varsity, which is the same as Brown.

Brown defeated the Tech, 24 to 14. At the end of the first half the score was 19 to 12 in favor of Brown. However, in the second half Tech made a good showing, holding the scoreless to only seven points and running up eleven points for themselves. The varsity, and the Freshman teams will meet Boston University tonight. The Freshman game will begin at 7:30 and the varsity game at 9. Paul Gordon will be the Tech, and Tech is expected to win.

In the 115 lb. class, M. I. T. for-felted to R. Sharp (St. G), score of 45-30. That done, you can climb aboard the train and enjoy the scenery. You'll be off for a Merry Christmas.
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By Harvard Team 8-0

Tech Whipped By Harvard Team 80

As outclassed M. L. T. boxing team proved to an overwhelming defeat by Harvard Saturday night at the Indoor Athletic Building at Harvard, M. L. T. scored two technical knockouts and one knockout in defeating the Tech, 8-0.

The Institute boxers were obviously much quicker condition than their Harvard adversaries, and were as such out of the running. The Tech were consistently on the offensive, in nearly every case decision exhibition bout between A. D. Magrudler, '39, and Donald Holloway '38 by a knockout. H. Davis Sherlock of Harvard.

The decision is as follows:

The summary is as follows:

The advisory council announces that the crew race for the New York Memorial Cup on Lake Quinapoc in April has been canceled again this year as no race. There are very few crews left and this race and it seems now that the race will be held on the Saco. At Providence last Thursday we noticed that the play of the Harvard, which is a rather poor showing, the Tech, and Brown. The starting lineup for the varsity, which is the same as Brown.

Brown defeated the Tech, 24 to 14. At the end of the first half the score was 19 to 12 in favor of Brown. However, in the second half Tech made a good showing, holding the scoreless to only seven points and running up eleven points for themselves. The varsity, and the Freshman teams will meet Boston University tonight. The Freshman game will begin at 7:30 and the varsity game at 9. Paul Gordon will be the Tech, and Tech is expected to win.
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